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MECHANISM OF THE THERMAL IGNITION OF EXPLOSIVES

By A. F. Belyaev
(Institute of Chemical Physics, Academy of Sciences USSR)

pp. 613-622

If one heats an explosive rather slowly, then at some
temperature, which is characteristic for the explosive in
question and depends on the conditions under which the sub-
stance is being heated, spontaneous ignition of the substance
takes place. One usually refers to this phenomenon as spon-
taneous ignition or thermal flash. The temperature of ignition
of various explosive substances, when referred to standard
conditions, changes within rather wide limits.

For various substances under varying conditions the type
of thermal ignition may range from a completely soundless com-
bustion to a detonation accompanied by strong sound and mech-
anical action. In the case of some substances under certain
conditions, heat ignition does not occur; there is a disappear-
ance of the substance without lI!.ht and flame.

On the example of nitroglycol (I] the author proved the
assumption expressed earlier [2J to the effect that in the
combustion of a secondary explosive the principal reaction
which controls the velocity of combustion takes place in the
gas phase. For the majority rf secondary explosives the process
of gasification consists merely in evaporation.

If in the combustion of an explosive we have primarily
combustion of its vapors, then naturally the type of combustion,
facility of ignition, etc., must depend on the volatility of
the explosive. It is also obvious that there must be an effect
of the volatility on the nature of the thermal ignition. In
a very great number of investlgat Ions on the mechanism of
thermal ipition, volatility was completely disregarded. One
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MUSt,9 1owever, note that the conditions f'or e~vaporation 1,
spontaneous zombustion are less f'avorable than in the zom"bus-
tiofl of an explosive that lhas been Ignited rapidely. !n the
latter case we have combustion of a cold subst.ance that. has
not been heated throuSghout Its volume; highi temperatures de-
velop) in that! naz-t of the substanCe which at any given =o--en.t
Is In contact with the cotbu stlon front and cons equently Is at
the surface. In spontaneous combustion the substance Is heated
throuShout its mass and consequently the chemical reactIon may
proceed witin the whole mass, Whereas evaporation at tempera-
tures lower than that ol' boiling may take place only from an
open surface. One may assume with complete certainty that In
the spontaneous ccnbustion of second-a~' explosives under any
conditions (under atmospheric Dressure thie temperature Inl the
condensed phase cannot rise above tiat of the boiln 4,empera-

ture of the substance in quaestion at atmospheric pressure. 11'
we ima-g 9e ta"a some sp-ot within the condensed D1 asete

temperature will exceed fo r even a single moment t1hat of th~e
boiling, noint, then at thi-s spot tLhere will be boili.ng~ of the
substan;;ce, I.e., intensive boiling within the volume and a
drop in the temperature =ust occur. It will be shown below
that in the Investigation o--: therMal iznltion one must" def-
ni-tely take into cons ideraltion the effect of volatility.

!--: a weished quantity of-: an explosive Is heated to ts,.--
perature T (above some minimum temperature To), then Into
will not tak-e place immediately, but afe pasLeo sm
ti =!e This t~ime is refer-red to as the period of -rni.on
delav.

Between T and V, the following simple relationshio ap-
plies in many cases:

O/r 4 (T

Tt fLollows from the theory of chain reactions [4], that the
value A must represent the activation energy of molecules of
the exp)losive In question. Thus, equation (1) makes It pos-
sible to determine the value of A and has been repeatedly uses
.or this purpose. Occasionally the value of A determined in
tEhis =anner aCtually coincided from the practical stan-dJoint-
with the value o,? the activation enerzy determined by other

ethod .3, 4, 'j. In otCher cases the value obtained had
nothing; In co==on with the actual Magnitude of the actlyation
ener~;y.



Temperature T In equation (1) thas th, Slal =ean.InS
o-f the temperature of the exp losive. How,,ever_, one usually
inserts for T the temperature of the furna_,Ie assuminz that
te wehed-in quantity of the explosive thrwrz into a furnace

with tem.er'ature T will rapidly assuzze this Weprtue e
shall see below that this substitution11 of' the "tennerature of
thle substanCe with the temperature of the frceIs permissi-
ble only under the condition that the subst3ae remains In the
furnace fra long time (i.e., V Is igreat) an under the con-
dition that the temperature of tefur.-ace is lower than the
boiling point of' the explosive. .1 n= ber ao:' 1investizations in
which tEhe actual temperature of the exiloslire was comtared
with the temperature ofr the furnace '3, 7, 51 Indicated that
even at considerable delays and temperatures lower than that
of the boiling. point there was a certain di~fference between
the temperature of the substance and the te=zerature ozf the
flurnace. This difference, which is usually =alll, may become
very signif cant if', for Instance, the tezzerature o01' the fur-
nace exCeeds considerably the bollin~z :oimt o-f the substance.
in this case the temperature of the condenSed ---hase will be
considerably lower than that of 4;,--e fuu-ace. 1t is true that
the vanors of-: the explosive may be heated up to temper.atures
hi~zher than that correszonrding to the bollinz zoint. W~e shall
return tZo thi.-'s question !ater.

We hav-e carried out a number of exner-ents in which the
temperature of the explosive was ineaSured directly (or, more
precisel7, the temperature of' that part of the explosivewhc
was In the condensed phase) while the exclDSi~e was In- the
furnace. Tepurpose of the experiments in qu-est'Lon was deter-
mination of the actual temperatures o--: the erxplosive dUrinS the
whole time of the experiment, begin-ing with'~- seconds after
placing the explosive in the furnace arid ei with the =oment
of ignition. The di3tinction between these exoeriments and
published Investigations '6, 7] which were sL=1lar as f ar as
the conceptIon and methtods were concerned consIsted in the
fact that in our experiments the temperature of the furnace
was as a rule higher than that of the bo-IL11=7 of the explosive.

Trotyl was used as the explosive s=-hstance. A we!Ehed
quantity ( 0.1 g) was thrown into an open test -ube atl th-e bot-
tom of which, was a sensitive thermocou-ple w-Ith low Inertia.
The thermocouple was connected with a galvanozeter. The de-
flections of tegalvaniometer were ob:;erved -,!sually.

Two variations of the experiments were carried out. In
The first variation, the test tube wa3 pla.ed! Into the opening
oil the furnace and was heated by the zurrouzdi,,;n6 air. In the
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second variation, the test tube was submerged to one third
into a furnace containinG Wood alloy. Let us ;ilrst cite the
data obtained in the experiments with the air fuirnace. In
all tables the time was counted from the moment when the
weighed quatity of the explosive was thrown in. The heading
of every table indicates the temperature of the furnace on
the basis of the Indications of a thermometer placed in the
furnace and the temperature at the bottom of the test tube
immediately before the explosive was throi in -- on the
basis of the indications of the galvanometer. in some ex-
periments these temperatures coincided, while they differed
to some extent in other experiments.

Table I Table 2

Temperature of the Temperature of the
furnace 34OC. furnace 3600C.

Temperature according to Temerature according to
the galvanometer 33600. the galvanometer 360C.

- 2 3 306
10 30S 5 31'.

:531 33 325
453= 16 3.03

33 328 22 332
27 33

Bc a smx a CJ cux

1--Time in see; 2-- 1--Time in sec; 2--
temperature of the temperature of the ex-

0explosive in 0p; plosive, C; 3--ignition.3--ignition.

The data of Tables 1, 2, 3 are plotted in the form of
solid curves in the graph on Figure 1, where time in seconds
is plotted along the axis of abscissa while the temperature of
the explosive is plotted along the axis of ordinate. The
initial temperatures are indicated on the left. The moments
of Ignition are shown by circles. The number of the curve
corresponds to the number of the table.

Let us cite the data for a test tube sub=erged in a
furnace with W;ood alloy.

The data of Tables 4 and 5 (furnace with Wood alloy)
are plotted in FIgure 1 in the form of dotted curves.
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Table 3

Temperature of the furnace 4000A
Temperature accordln! to, the

Salva-ometer 4 0 ,

i E

3 3O6
IS

14 337
la 33$
Is 338

(FBcn BMxa

1--Time in sec; 2--temperature of
the explosive; 3--in.Iton.

Table 4 Table 5

Temperature of the Temperature of the
furnace 340OC. furnace 3 o'%.

Temperature according to ?emDerature according tCo
the zalvanoeter 3 370 . the galvanometer 3730c.

a 31; 7 i
i-. 3: 8 337

19 329 1-

Bc"um~a B el Kit w- e 6.u -a o

1--Time in sec; 1--Time in sec;
2--temperature of the 2--temperature of theexplosive; '--ignition. explosive, °C;3--

nition.

If we consider the course of curves 1, 2, 3 (air furnace)
we can see that although the temperature of the furnace was
changed from 340 to 4000, the actual temperatures of the ex-
plosive at the time of ignition were close to each other.

The course and type of the curves clearly indicate a
general tendency of the temperature of the condense' phase to
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a~zoh cetai liit ithIn thle 335--336 0 ran~ze, even in,
th 'a se when the temoci-at"Ure of' the furnace -was C4000
4 lz 0-f aproxizately the same type, except ththeatins took
plaz-e more rapidly In the furnace with the alloy.

- - --Accordins to data obtained
1 1 by the author earlier the bollinz

point of trotyl must be 315--3,-,0
LI I ~L81. This 'figure Is close to the
EIJLI~~iIvalue of the maximum tempcerature

which the explosive '-as a ter,4ency
~LI 7~LLL!to approach;' however, the latter
i4IS~I' I Iis somewhat Migher.

It is natural to assue
that the value ol' the bollinz

~U~L LLL oint of trotyl (31=z---200) zeter-
~ I...LI i~Lmined earlier is so-e-what too low
~ LLIand that actuallyv the 1boillnz

p. 0 on t o f th Is subosta n ce I s3355
"1,40 7-hO Tis a ssu -%i o n = a-'-.eS

2V 10;eL understandable the course ant type
of' all curves, including curve5,

.- i. I.which we haven't discUssea yet..

Z:-, curve 5 the te=:nzrature clearly f-:orms a DlateaLu at
37 zthen rises furthe-; no isnition too'- Dlace and no

trt~o.7 remained at the botton of the test tube inl thils case.
A~arn~ythe zoint at" w:tAch the increase of thne temprera-.ure

stedcorresoond'ed to violent boilins of the trotyl (tLe
oreszence of* the alloy and the fact that the teinnerature ws-
ai-- sured an in'ens";e suppzly of' heat).

--us, the experimenzt confirmed that in the condenseA
oas f the exolosive the temperature cannot exceed tht.or
s~~to the boilinF point. The latter must be re~ar-:e:_

as T al 335-~340 rathe.r than 315--3200, as asied earli.er
by -_ae author.

.; rens -9j pointe-. cut that correlation of the hea-. of
evap-rati1on calculated by the author with the boiling poln-. of'
the eXplosive resulted in a systematic deviation from Totn
rule for the majority off the substances. We cannot discuia in
detrail :nhe -ea3on3 for this deviation within the scope off th..e
preser,- article; they will oe discussed in another coImnunica-
ticn. ~eshall only note that for some classes off chemnical

co~'~u'~athere is a syite~atice deviation from Trouton' a :-le.
It !.S zovious, ho0-e-ter, taat in the case off ten, hexoven, ansi
teTryl-#, the author's data require thorou*. reyisions.
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It follows from our experiments that If the activation
energy is calculated on the basis of relationship (1), usins
the temperature of the f"urnace as T, the following two con-
ditions must be observed, at least:

1. The temperature of the furnace must be considerably
lower than the boiling point of the substance.

2. The period of ignition delay should not be too small:
at delays of the order of 20--30 sec and smaller, a consider-
able time passes before the substance has been heated. In some
investigations both of these conditions were practically ful-
filled and the values of activation energy obtained were re-
liable f3, 5, 10]; in other investigations both conditions (or
one of them) were not fulfilled and the values of the tempera-
ture coefficient obtained did not correspond to the activation
energy.

Because the temperature of the condensed phase cannot be
higher than the boiling point, further heating (and conse-
quently the spontaneous ignition connected with this heating)
may take place only in the gas phase. "'ot only the pure vapor
but also vapor diluted with products of decomposition and air
may ignite; for this reason spontaneous ignition may take
place at temperatures lower than the boiling point. Let us
note further that ignition of the vapors must not necessarily
take place above the surface of the condensed phase; in very
intensive decomposition, although the temperature of the con-
densed phase does not si;nificantly exceed the boiling point,
violent foaming of the liquid may occur and ignition may take
place In the foam bubbles.

Let us consider in greater detail the conditions under
which ignition originates in vapors. One must bear in mind that
in the investigation of inition by the usual method, the upper
part of the test tube has a considerably lower temperature
than the lower part. The vapors that form (or their mixture
with the decomposition products) will move to the upper part
of the test tube and condense there or come out of the test
tube into the surrounding air. The conditions of ignition
of the vapors must therefore depend on the temperature of the
furnace, the boilin6 point (the initial temperature of the
vapors will not be higher than the boiling point), and the
rate of flow of the vapors. i7nition may take place at a
relatively low temperature when the rate of vapor formation is
low and the vapors move relatIvely slowly, so that they have
time to be heated sufficiently. This case is represented by
curves 1, 2, 4. On the other hand, ignition may not take place
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even at a hIS'h temperasture It the hi.h rate at which heat Is
supoiped to the condelsed phase will lea&, to ener :etIz evap\o-
ration and consequently to a rapid motion of he vapors In a
direction to the colder parts of the test tube and the opening
of the test tube. If this velocity will be sufficiently h! h
the vapors will pass the critical hi Sh-temperature zone of the
lower part of t-he test tube without havn been heated to a
suff IcIent desrtee and brought to ignitlion. An intensive sup-
ply of heat at conditions of a high rate of evaporation can
therefore brin& about distillation of the substance from the
lower part of the test tube to the upper rather than spon-
taneous igniton.

Andreev, who conducted an extensive investigation [111
pertaining to the dependence of the period of ignition delay
on the tempera-ure for various explosives, established .1,
12] that for :c-e explosives (trotyl, picric acid) an increase
of the furnace temperature above a cer;.an limit reduces the
probabllty of ignition up to the point that ignittions do not
take place at a_.. Andreev was of the opinion that this phe-
nomenon is related to soe kind of autocatalytic or chain
process. One =ust, however, assume that the existence of an
u.pe. lizit under the con..tIons in question is related first
of all to the -,-:Id rate of flow of vators wh!ch do not have
time to be heated to a sufficient degree. AnonF the curves
given by us, curve 5 corresponds precisely to the case of an
upper limit of thIs tve.

Table 6

iTniticn of 1-rotyl in the Presence of a Wiire

Temcera- R.es-z:s of exPeriments In I Sesuts of exreriments
ture, the fresence of a Elow nE wit hout a wire (usual
°0 - wire -n the upper part of technique)

th te test 1ube

3Iion within 46, -5, i-nitlon within 51, 40,
33 ec 49, 51 sec

-V T-ilo ...... 75, 15, lition within 41, 44,
S 3 7. see 41, 50O see

360 !,;niton within 3, 2, IE:nition within 18, 23,
4 3 sec 25, 34 sec

3,;,: jT --- i.on within 2, 12, Ignition within 24, 23,
2 1 sec 16 sec

No Ignition in I instance
Izni!t-n within 1.5, 2.1, I ,-nition within 18,22 see;

5, 10 sec :o ignition in 2 instances.
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To =:fIrm the correctness of this assuimptiont we con-
ducted exzer~uents with trotyl, InsertInS into the openin.- o.
a test tubt "l the depth of 1 am a thin tun~sten wire tbat was
heated to a xtaak glow, Epecially conducted experiments
showed thit iswire did not exert any effect on the ther-al
conditions tinthe central and lower part of' the test tube.
Hiowever, thbe wire had to Ignite the vapors In the case when they
rose to t :e without being Ignited In the lower or middle
part of the tast tube. !he amounts of trotyl weighed in amounted
to 0.1 g. Me results obtained are given in Table 6. The
periods of _:e-Iy of i~nitlon at various "temperatures In the
Presence am- absence of the glowinjS fire in the upper part of
the test tube > are also given for experiments carried out at
various tex-ei-_atkures. As a rule, four experiments were carried
out at every temperature.

WVe nv see that at 330 , a temperature lower than tne
boiling pol=~ cf trotyl, the presence of the wire did not
change the 2e=Eth of the isnition delay. The i~ni'tion (of a
mixture of -rscrs with air and with eecomnosition products)
took place immh lower part of the test tbe because of heat

supledby 7h also t he test* tube. The situation was
entie' _d=ent at a temperature hisher than the boilinE;
=oint (.Go higher). A-t tn4 S temperature there was a si;:-
nificant _- f-7-rnce between the lengzth of the iEgniticn delay
in the pre=,e of a wire and the absence of a wire. It-nition
Jailur-es at L~ temperatures were not observed in the presence
of the wire. 7he exnerizents carried out are an indirect
proof of the crrectnes s of the assumption made above in re!-
zard to t-- z-:on for the existence of an upper limit. In
the presea:e cf the wire the va-.ors which did not ignitebe
cause of the_-- rapid flow after passing the critical zone,
were Ignited: -'- the wire. in the absence of the wire, the
substance ::c:z_-nsed in t-he upper, coii part of 'the test tube;

hedrops -If -n-densate flowed downward-s (denendlnE on the
condit*Ions t could reach the bottom, competn a ul
cycle, or e-acr'ate underway). As a result of this prolonged
A-Hstillatic= s=companied by continuous mot%,ion of the condensed

plase do*,72w;ar:Z and tevacors upwards, ignition could hav.e
:aken place a-, a definite m:oment; however, tUhe substance woild
also have pa--l-ally evaporated from the test tube or partially

ecmpose i*f.=:.Ut ignltlcn.

In ac_'::".on to the experiments on trotyl descrioed
above, siml-'sr experiments were cond-u0Ced on picric acid. Zhe
results obta.'_s.k were very similar, uo that we shall refrain2
fro'-' reportiz7 L.ein

9



Accordini to Andreev's data L1 zl, no isn~tion failures
occurred in the ease of tetryl; thus, If ozne disreazards ce,--
tain changes in type of iSnltlon, the penomenon of the upper
limit is absent In this case. Table 7 lists data on the effect
of a £1owin. wire placed in the upper pzrt of the test tube
on the length of the Ignition delay for ietryl at two tempera-
tures. The experiments were carried out In exactly the same
manner as those with trotyl.

Table 7

ISnition of Fetryl in the Presence of a 'Ire

Tempera- Results obtained in -e-lts obtained without
ture, the presence of a a wire (usual technique)
°C 5lowing wire in the

u.-oer oart of the
test tube

224 ignition within 36, 37, I- -Iion within 47, 42,
40, 43 sec43, 43 sec

290 iLnition within 7, 9, .Eion w.h. n .4, 6,
2, 9 sec1I, 9 sec

In the case of tetryl, the wire had no effect. The
reactivity of the ',etryl vapors was apparently relatively h1gh,
so that in the vicinity of the boiling ooint an intensive
reaction could oriinate even at a hig:h rate of flow of the
vapors; ignition always took place in the vicinity of the sur-
face of The condensed phase or possibly n the buboles of the
foam that formed during intensive decomposition.

Under the condition of the usual :eterninatlon of the
ignition delay, tne weighed-In quantity of explosive that has
been thrown in cools at the first momenT the volume of glass
with which it comes Into contact. A d!2)nal quantities of
heat are supplieJ rat.er ,owly by .o....... nrouh tLhe
glass. Je carried oait experiments in wlhI!.h te.e intensity of
the boilinG was raisedl considerably. TMis was achieved by
placing 5 g of tin into the test tube before Inserting It into
the furnace. After the test tube had been heated, the tin
served as a reservoir of heat and contrLuted to more rapid
heatin,; and more intensive boiling of the sus:tance. 'Tne
welghed-In amount of the explosive (0.1 ) was thrown into
the heated test tube, as oefore. 'The ex.er1=ent. were con-
ducte with trotyl. fable 6 lists the re-ults obtained. Just
a, before, several testo were conducted at every temperature.

10



Table

II,,on of rotyl In the Presence of Tin

Tempera- Results obtalned In the Results obtal-.-ed In the
ture, presence of tin in the absence of tin (usual
00 test tube techni.ue)

316 Ii&ntlon within 26, 52, Icnition within 38, 63,
43 sec 60, 54 sec

332 1 ,t 4on within 24, 2, lnition wlthihn 31, 36,
14 see 40, 38 sec

"Z, o Inltion In one
instan ce

350 i-n-ition within 19 sec Ignition withln 20, 26,
No Lzm"ion in three 2a, 35 sec

No- 1£n o he 2a,3 secinstances
366 I~tion within 12 sec iSnition within 27, 25,

N o l-nition in three 2nnee
instances 

Dmitances376 !iton within 7 s ignit~on with.n 22 sec
o i n in three :o inition in tn--ee
instances instances

390 No !_inition in four 1 inition within 17 sec
instances No ignition in three

---= instances

Instances

The dasa in Table 8 indicate that the Dresence of tin
in the test tZe, first, reduced the trze required for heating
the explosive, wh-.ch I -2 to a consi.erable redu-ticn of the
lensth of i-rL:1on ze-ay, and, seco.cnly, Increased e in-
tensity of boll.ng, so that the rate of evolution of vapors
was increased. I.- latter circ,=stance made the :henomenon of

the upper li. =ore Pronounce, , so that it was evi:ent at

relatively low %e-e-atTres. Cne zi;ht add to u:has has been

said above tna distillation of the suostance into the upper

part of the eou.nent and =artial escape of the -;:.or outside

were readily observed in all experents at 'uffi ently hIlh

tamperatures, being particularly prominent in the presence of

tin.

Let us assu=e tnat the experixents are coniudted at a

reduced preesre, say zm--100 'z H, rather than aT atmospheriz

11



presznure. At redul.ed pressures teboilin.S point J,,- lowered.
Asa rsuit dIstillatiOn of the zubstance 111to the colder part

of~ tha equipmen.t Is 'facilitated a=,_. Ignition. must become more
a II ti t .

Indeed, according to the aata of Ahrens [81 both trotyl
and 'Len- at pressures below 100 mm boil energetically and are
distilled to.- coldAer parts of the equipment without Initiation
of Iilition and even without notIzeable decoiositi on at any
temperature of t-h-e fuLrnace up to 37,00.

It will not be out of plaze to make the following comn-
ments. Ahrens ascribes to this author the assertion that the
bolli; point of an explosive Is Identical withA its ignition
temlrerature and Is o.1 the opinion that the fact established by
him to the effect that there is =~ Ignition at reduced pres-
sures contradic-ts 7the th-1esis o:' ".-is author. It is not known
whaere Ahrens found trhis assertion. It is true that the author
and Yu~zefovich _ 13  stated In work cited by Ahrens that for
some explosives the temperature of'iznition :!etermined by the
standard =ethod is close to the bol1ing point at atmospheric

pressure. Thi's -fact followed fron a direct comarison of'%,the
I zniti.cm temperatures with tL-he boling points. Perheaps, takinx
into !considera-tion the corrections which mustz be introduced
into the author's Idata Dertaininz to boilin;- points, it Is more
accuratLe to state t-hat f:or a n1='_er of' substances thne ignit ion

takes :,,ace at a considerable vamor tension above the surface
of' the substance. However, the anthor and luze-fovich did not
concll:de fron this that in zenera2 the temrerature of 1--nition
corres-. nds to the boi ling Doint. Any such conclusion would

be i coflit wth-he fundamental theoretical conceptls ad-
vanced by the aut'hor and there shiould be no necessity to carry
out special ex-eriments -for disrro-7ing it. 7f Ahrens had
famillarized =is2.f ore thorou~h3.7 with thne work by the
author and luzef'ovlch 13} cited-b.7 him, he would ha7e realized
that t'-e- f-t;ndainent&al thesis of' tL-e work in question did not
cons!Zt In t-he abslurd assertion that the i,3ition te=perature
Is equal to the boiling point, bus In the assumption that the
natCure of' therzal !Enit'ion (sPe?,if-cally, the..- fact whether or
n ot4 1 E;:I ,Ion takes place) dependsa to a major extent cn the
volatility of the substance. Actually, Ahrens' data on the
radical chanEe In the behavior of' substance3 (with reference
to thea1 ignltion) on Yowerinr of' the boil~n;g point'because
of' a re,.uction of the pre3eure not only do not contradict the
fundament10al concept of the author but, on thne contrary, are a
good 122ustratlon confirming thi~s Concept.
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All facts mentioned above demonstrate ovny
that one cannot leave out of consideration volatility1,0 when one
Investl~ates thermal Ignition. The boilinG point of an ex-
plosive, the conditions of vapL*or formation, and those of vapor
flow determine to a significant extent the nature of thermal
Ignition and the fact whether or not thermal lEnItIon Is pos-
sible. It is precisely the conditions of vapor formation and
vapor flow which are responsible for the existence of an upper
limit of thermal i~nition. Without consideration of the fac-
tors mentioned, one Cannot satisfactorily explain the reasons
for the existence of the upper limit.

Some explosives have a very pronounced upper limit.
As an example of substances of this type one may -Mention tri-
nitrobenzene; it Is very difflCult to brinE about thermal
ignition of trinitrobenzene und,.'er the conditions usually ap-
plied In tests. This can be explained by the f-azt that the
boilins point of trin-itrobenzene Is relatively low, while the
reactivity of this substance as well as of its vapors at the
boilinS temperature is also low. Trinltro'benzene cor"responds
to trotyl tested at a reduced pressure.

in the cases -When the i1ition temoerature is con-
siderabiv lower thnan the bollinF point intensive decommosislon
accompanied by foamin;_ takes pclace in the cond4ense:' !chase.
Under these conditionz ivnition of a rather violent type occurs.
A similar effect may take place when the i;-nit':on temoerat~ure
i s hi 6her than the boilinE po Int .

it follows f-:rom what has been said above That the
Initiation of iEnitlon in the latter case is diff-icult. H~ow-

ever, If iEnition still takes place at a mom-ent wne:=n the sub-
stance has not yet 4.1stilled into the upper part of the test
tube, it will be violent, because the substance will be In a
state of boilinFE.

It has often been pointed out that If the 4;-. _prature
ofthe furnace Is =-ch, hixher than that of' I'-niticn (in the

case of tLrotyl at a temperature of 45O0-5OCo5 almost instan-
taneous inflammation taxes place followed by a quies Combustlon.
The fact that at a h"i7h temperature of the furnace coroustion
is much calmer than in ordinary ignition was often found sur-
prisin6. It was even assumed _121 that in this ca-ve an upper
limit 13 aEaln exhibited, but this limit is not exp-essed In

the ~ ~ ~ A copeeasec finition, but a calmer cou;rse of the
combustlon p~rocess. Actually, It Is quite natural that com-
bustion will be cal:3 under the conditions mentioned:.

13



Lf thle te-aperature al' tize Parna.oe consid erb.y eceed-s
the temperatalre o.1 the I~nitlon, th~e su-face 0., te susace
will be heated rapidly. Vapors; will then be evolved and rapI d
ig;nition of these vapors w-11l take place.

Combustion will occur under conditions In whicai *he

principal mass of the substance has not had time to be heated:
a cold substance will burn. Any turbulization produced by
rapidl (1ecomposition or intensive boiling will be absent. If'
the temperature of the f'urnace is much Migher th~an thze tempera-
ture of ignition, It Is more acaurate to speak of ig~nition ofC
the substance by a heated su-zrfsce rather than of spcrtaneous
Iznition (a flash). 'Th~e precise difference between spontaneous
Ignition and ignition of thze explosive after f-Ire h1as been set
to it is that prolonsed heat.Ins of the vhole volume o'f this
substance precedes spontaneous Ignition and t-hat thns hetn
is accompanied by chemical zhan.zes aand turbulization of liquid.

3y assertinS that the volatility of the- substance has a
def'inIte ef'ect on the natl_-e of thnerm-al izni-tion, the author
did not -nean to deny In any manner that other factors also have
an effect, specifically autacatalysis.

The proc^ess of ini-pt-1on on heatInS Is very complex and
i.t would be entirely incorrec-. to reduce the process of spon-
taneous isnlltiofl to any simngle factor.

it is certain that aut-ocatalysis =ay SiZgnlfiCant17
change the nature of-: the prezess and alter the- Intensity7 of
the reaction in the condensec4 phase as well as reactivity of
the gas chase and Its canaclity to underzo ig-nition.

It was the intention of the author to demonStrate thtat
one cannot, for example, cons=!der auto catalytic effects with-
out considerIn6 the effectCs deto evaporation. ExplosalVes
have a number of characterIst1c Dro perties which., distintgU.shn
them from ordinary substances. However, explosives are not

substances to which fundament!_al phy sico-chemical laws d o not
apply. Therefore, one must taZe into consideration the 7apor
tension of. expl1osives and terboiling poInt, althougth
substance may not be capable of existing for a long time at
this temperature. The fact that the boiling point off an ex-
plosive is not pure ficticn aan be proved by direct ex-periments

with ntroglcol i and rotyl (as has been done In the: rs
ent wor7.). SThe fact&, that st'rong3 prejudices existed in this
respect Is demonstrated by t.;-e fact that nobody was even
Interested in the problem off t.h.e boiling. point of explosives;
the term. bollng point of explosives wa3 studiously avoided.

14



aerlmonts vih- z1'ten carried out wwth explosives &ahove their
bo 14i16 point inthe assuz-tion that the temperatueo h
subst~a-ee must :eequal, or very close, 4.-% that of temea
ture of the -Z I -e.

A theory oz' thermal1 Ignition, I.e., spontaneous IS-
nltian Of vlt'eexplosives (a class off substances to whichn
the Sreat majo-,!ty. of' secondary explosivias belongs), can be
for-.Ulated on2.,- 11-' the effect of evaporat:Ion Is considered, In
view of the fazt that igniti4on arises In the gas phase. Such
factors as the existence of a temperatur-e corresponding to the
bolline, point, 12"e -flow of vapor to the zo1d parts of the
equipient%,, and zhe flow of condensate ,'o.wnward into the equip-
men"! aff.ect thze ; robabillty of ignition and its nature as well

athe lenEgth oZf thAe delay of ignition. Cbviously, It, Is not
necessiary to con-sider fLaCtors related to evaporation if the
explosive even In the vicinity of' the i;-zr_;;on tem-.erature
does not have a =erceptible volatility. 2-nis coiiditlon applles
to -.he m-aJority of initial explosives.

%ow~s O L7 SI S

1. T27he t;emm=erature o-f an exploslive placed Into a fur-
nace havin-g~ temnperature cannot perzep t,,bly excee-d the
boilisn; Point". of the exmolo sive. A more ra:mid suDply or evolu-
tic-- of heat wil only lead t;,o -more in-.ensv'e boiln.i thea
tenerature of* th furnace Is considerably h.-.-&her trhan the
boilinz :oins. ---- maximum temnerature I= th.-e condenSed phase
wi2ll dil'I'er s. E;=If~cantlY from the te-m-merature of the furnace.
intensive local hanEtha-t leads to the oevlome :' a
flen~e and i~nit'icn can therefore arise only in the -.apor of
the SUbstance ifor a mixture of the vapor -ith air anz_ mroducts
of : ecoinnosit1on). lEnition may arise ef.ther at a considerable
dis-ce -from - condensed phase or in teimmediat:e vicinity
of -.his pha se within bubbles of foam that orm durinE; inten-
sI-7e decomDosi"1Im.

2. The --- noe o-' th-e uppuer lit of therm-al IF_-
nition, which 2:as beentdsoee by An-reev, Is due first of
all to the 1'a~s th'at at h~;ih temperature:- under def-inite Con-
ditions the -;a:;o o-: the explosvie flow rapidly into the
upper, relativ-e3L. c~old part of the test -.ube, and do not have
tize to i~nite.

3. The =O-_tJofl3 of evaporation, -,orditions per taining
to t2:e flow of -,,?-or, and the magnitude -tf the boiling tempera-
ture are factors -.nat'. play an importanl& ;art In the Initiation
of thermal i.n'to. 'Itkout considerin-- the3e factors, It is

15



1-4possible to formulate a completely valid theory of spon-
tz.r-eous Ignition of volatile explosives, to which almost all
secondary explosives belong.

4. In the case of non-volative explosives at high
values of the length of ignition delay, the linear dependence
of the logaritl~s of ignition delay on the inverse temperature
may yield reliable values for the activation energy.

If this method is applied for the determination of the
activation energy of volatile substances (to which the majority
of secondary explosives belong), considerable errors will
result. This problem requires further study.
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m-e :emn.:erat-are of an exp)losive placed into a furnace havin- n temperature

cannct perceotilv exceed the boil--ng -.>nt of the explosive. if the tLemperature of
the !frnace is considerably higcher than the boilinz point. the maximum tempzerature
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:'h :.hnomenun, of the upper limit of th-ermal ignition is due first of all to the fact
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raDilyv.,' the upper, relativ-.-y coldpr of the test be and do norhave time to ignite.

Th e conditions of evaporation. conditions pertaining to the flop: of vapor, and
the znagnitude of the boiling temperature play an important part in the initiation of
ther.mral ignition, Without considering these factors. it is imposbible to formulate
a vall-i tlievry of spontanevvs ignition of volatile explojsives. to vhich almost all
secondary explosives belong.

With -- n-volati-/e explusives at h14:2 values of the length of ignition delay. the
linear dependence of the logarithms of ignition delay on the irvretemrperature
may jield reliable values for the activation energy,
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